Image-guided left ventricular lead placement in cardiac resynchronization therapy: focused on image fusion methods
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Abstract
Cardiac resynchronization therapy is an effective and widely accessible treatment for patients with advanced, drug-refractory heart failure. It has been shown to reverse maladaptive ventricular remodeling, increase exercise capacity, and lower hospitalization and mortality rates. However, there still exists a considerable proportion of patients who do not respond favorably to the therapy. Tailored left ventricular (LV) lead positioning instead of empiric implantation is thought to have the greatest potential to increase response rates. In our paper, we focus on the rationale for guided LV lead implantation and provide a review of the non-invasive imaging modalities applicable for navigation during LV lead implantation, with special attention to the latest achievements in the field of multimodality imaging and image fusion techniques. Current limitations and future perspectives of the concept are discussed as well.
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Highlights:
• Despite its general efficacy, cardiac resynchronization therapy fails in 30–50% of patients.
• Tailored left ventricular lead implantation is considered the most promising measure to take full advantage of the therapy.
• Conventional imaging provides limited information; only multimodality imaging and image-fusion provide effective guidance.
• With alternative approaches to resynchronization, there is an urgent need for comprehensive imaging in clinical practice.
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Introduction
Since the first resynchronization device became commercially available in the United States in 2001, cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) has evolved into an effective and widely accessible treatment option for patients with drug-refractory heart failure (HF) (Abraham et al., 2002). Despite advances in technology and implantation techniques, there still exists a substantial proportion of patients who do not respond favorably to the therapy in terms of functional improvement or reversal of maladaptive remodeling, with the latter being emphasized as the only reliable surrogate metric for assessing clinical outcomes (Groenning et al., 2000). The reported rates of these non-responders vary depending on the criteria used but are estimated to be 30–50% (Auricchio and Prinzen, 2002).
Strategies for achieving higher response rates focus on several issues: candidate selection, optimal device programming, and appropriate left ventricular (LV) lead positioning. Among these, improving the latter is perceived as having the greatest potential benefits (Daubert et al., 2017).

In this paper, we provide a review of multimodality imaging and image fusion techniques applicable for implantation navigation (Fig. 1).

Current approach to CRT-delivery and rationale for guided implantation

Limitations to empiric left ventricular lead implantation

The prerequisite for the restoration of energetically efficient contraction is compensation for altered electrical wave propagation through the ventricles. This can be effectuated by simultaneous stimulation of the right ventricle (RV) and the latest electrically activated area (LEAA) of the LV (Abraham et al., 2002). Findings from early hemodynamic studies as well as randomized, controlled trials suggest that the lateral and posterolateral aspects of the mid-ventricular or basal portions of the LV, supposedly harboring the LEAAs, are optimal for LV pacing (Brignole et al., 2013; Butter et al., 2001; Dekker et al., 2004; Kutyifa et al., 2013; Singh et al., 2011). With more data available, however, it has become obvious that this guidelines-endorsed approach does not work for all CRT recipients (Dekker et al., 2004).

Major determinants for the effective resynchronization

The overall myocardial scar burden as well as high scar density correlates inversely with LV functional improvement and are predictive of worse outcomes (Adelstein and Saba, 2007; Adelstein et al., 2011; Ypenburg et al., 2007a). This may result from the paucity of contraction-capable tissue but is mainly caused by impaired electrical wave front propagation (Lambiasi et al., 2004). Scar distribution with respect to LV lead position is also of considerable importance (Chalil et al., 2007). By non-contact endocardial mapping, areas with low amplitude signals and low conduction velocities were identified (Ypenburg et al., 2007b). Pacing at these sites that corresponded to scarred myocardium and actually represented LEAAs, was associated with QRS prolongation and it failed to restore synchronicity unless the LV stimulus preceded the RV stimulation by 30–40 ms (Bleeker et al., 2006; Ypenburg et al., 2007b).

In a study of 559 patients, Leyva et al. (2011) used late gadolinium enhancement cardiac magnetic resonance (LGE-CMR) in 209 to guide LV lead placement away from fibrotic tissue. Compared with patients paced at viable myocardium, patients in whom the LV lead was placed over scarred tissue had the highest risk of cardiovascular death (HR = 6.34), as well as the composite endpoint of all-cause death or hospitalization for major cardiac events (HR = 4.74). In the non-scar paced group, a scar tissue burden of less than the cut off value of 10% was predictive of better clinical outcomes. In addition, fibrosis of the segments adjacent to the target segment may also interfere with a favorable response (Adelstein et al., 2011; Becker et al., 2011).

Since it is not feasible, in routine practice, to determine electrical wavefront propagation and LEAAs non-invasively, the mechanical activation sequence, traced by echocardiography-based methods, CMR, or myocardial perfusion imaging (MPI), serves as a surrogate for the electrical potential spread. Available evidence is derived mainly from two randomized, controlled trials – TARGET and STARTER (Khan et al., 2012; Saba et al., 2013) – that used 2-dimensional (2D) speckle tracking echocardiography (STE) radial strain analysis to guide LV lead implantation towards the late mechanically activated segment (LMAS). In the TARGET trial, the guided implantation was associated with a reduction of LV end-systolic volume (LVESV) by >15% in 70% of patients, whereas in the standard-implantation group, it was seen in only 55% of
cases. This implies that about 7 patients have to undergo guided implantation to gain one additional responder (Khan et al., 2012). In the STARTER trial (Saba et al., 2013), patients assigned to guided implantation experienced less clinical events (combined endpoint of all-cause death and HF-related hospitalization) by 26% at the 2-year follow-up. This was driven mainly by a reduction in the hospitalization rate (HR = 0.48, p = 0.049). None of the trials showed a benefit for guided LV lead implantation relative to mortality.

MPI by single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) or positron emission tomography (PET) represents an accessible alternative to echocardiography-based approaches. The tracer (thallium-201 or technetium-99m in SPECT, 18-fluorodeoxyglucose in PET) count-variation temporal analysis produces time-activity curves for each sample volume, permitting a phase-polar map of mechanical activation to be constructed (Phase Analysis Technique) (Chen et al., 2008).

Besides the myocardial viability and activation pattern, suitable coronary venous anatomy is an essential precondition for successful guided (as well as non-guided) LV lead delivery. The number and trajectories of coronary veins are acknowledged to be highly variable, with an average of 2–5 potentially suitable coronary sinus (CS) first-order tributaries, i.e., those of acceptable diameter, subtending the posterolateral aspects of LV, most often recognized by the authors – Fig. 2 (Christiaens et al., 2008; Jongbloed et al., 2005; Spencer et al., 2014; Van de Veire et al., 2006). There are also studies demonstrating that more than one suitable vein is present in less than half of the patients undergoing CRT implantation (Khan et al., 2009), and in almost one-third, no suitable vein is found that subtends the empirically optimal regions (Spencer et al., 2014). Without preoperative imaging, the actual number and course of the vessels remain unknown to the implanter until the CS is cannulated and a contrast venogram is obtained, which precludes an optimal strategy being determined prior to the procedure. A comprehensive evaluation of the coronary venous system with computed tomography (CT) would help to assess the patient’s suitability for transvenous implantation and predict technical difficulties that might arise from unfavorable anatomy (Fig. 2).

![Fig. 2. 3D reconstruction of the coronary venous system. Postero](image-url)

**Comprehensive imaging to facilitate optimal site selection during CRT**

It is obvious that a combination of imaging modalities is needed for effective and unrestricted guidance. Generally, three distinct concepts of comprehensive imaging have been proposed and evaluated: multimodality imaging, methods deriving all the relevant information from single imaging study (one-stop shops), and real-time image fusion (Fig. 1).

**Multimodality imaging**

Multimodality imaging refers to the complementary use of mostly echocardiography-based methods to define the LMAS, plus one or more other imaging modalities to provide information on tissue viability and/or coronary venous anatomy. The preoperatively obtained data can be put together to determine the target position, which is usually displayed on a polar plot map. The implantation itself is, however, performed using a standard, plain fluoroscopic control, with the polar plot map serving as only indirect navigation tool.

In an observational study of 100 consecutive patients (Bertini et al., 2016), STE longitudinal strain was used to define the most delayed segment and LGE-CMR to avoid fibrosis. At 6 months, 78% of patients from the guided group reverse-remodeled, compared to 56% in the standard-implantation group and 54% vs. 32% of the patients were classified as super-responders (LVESV reduction >30%). Of note, quadripolar leads were used more often in the guided group (64% vs. 10%).

In a randomized, controlled trial, Sommer et al. (2016) evaluated the superiority of guidance towards the LMAS separate from scar, as defined by STE radial strain and SPECT, respectively. This was supplemented by a 3D CT reconstruction of the coronary venous system (n = 89). Notably, in the control group (n = 93), the “routine” CRT implantation was guided by left ventricular electrical delay (QLV). As a result, the distribution of concordant and adjacent LV leads was comparable between groups (99% vs. 98%) as well as QLV values. The rate of non-response, mainly in terms of failure to improve NYHA class or to increase the six-minute walk distance, was 26% in the guided group compared to 42% in the control group (OR for non-response = 2.29; p = 0.02). No difference was observed regarding the combined end-point of all-cause death and HF-hospitalization or reverse remodeling.

**One-stop imaging shops for CRT-guidance**

The most promising alternative to multimodality imaging is cardiac CT. Nuclear imaging and CMR are also capable of pro-
viding multiple pieces of information from a single imaging study, albeit the visualization of CS branches is of lower quality (Ma et al., 2012; Zhou et al., 2014).

Conventional viability assessment using cardiac CT relies on a similar premise as CMR, i.e., the altered distribution of primarily extracellular, interstitial contrast agent with comparable kinetics (iodine as well as gadolinium). However, apart from being highly susceptible to inadequate contrast agent dosing, late-enhancement imaging fails to reliably delineate chronic scarring. In this context, evaluation of relative hypoperfusion on the first-pass contrast scan and local wall thickness <6 mm has been shown (Behar et al., 2017a; Mendoza et al., 2010) to be more sensitive. Current CT scans enable the analysis of regional wall deformation by tracing endocardial-surface features (trabeculae), depicted inversely as a surface of contrast-enhanced 3D blood cast. Following image acquisition, an endocardial-surface mesh consisting of multiple triangular patches is generated. Displacement of the vertices in each of the patches is tracked over the cardiac cycle, which allows changes in the surface area to be calculated and expressed using a metric called SQUEEZ (Stretch Quantifier of Endocardial Engraved Zones) (Pourmorteza et al., 2012). Regional time delay to peak SQUEEZ-derived strain for each segment is measured to define the LMAS with a temporal resolution of 70–100 ms. (For comparison, echocardiography and CMR provide resolution 20 ms and 35–50 ms, respectively.) The tissue is considered viable if the SQUEEZ amplitude >10%. Deploying the LV lead into the vein subtending the CT-derived target in 18 patients who were subjects to a CRT upgrade with an existing pacing system resulted in an AHR rate of 92% (a 10% increase in contractility (LVdP/dt_{max})). In 70% of cases, the CT-SQUEEZ target corresponded with the site of the best achievable AHR of all eligible venous targets. At 6 months, clinical improvement was seen more often (90% vs. 60%) in patients paced at CT-SQUEEZ targets (Pourmorteza et al., 2012).

Image fusion techniques
Simple visual correspondence was used in the landmark TARGET and STARTER trials (and the majority of others, including the discussed multimodality imaging studies) to match the bi-plane fluoroscopic view with the respective echocardiographic projection. This approach inevitably leads to inaccurate alignment of the coronary veins with the myocardial surface (Fig. 3). As demonstrated in a study with CT, the overall agreement with the lead position classification, on the basis of fluoroscopy, was only 35% for LV leads and only 22% for RV leads (Sommer et al., 2014). Interobserver agreement on LV and RV lead positions was poor, and the situation may be even worse in patients with extensively remodeled and rotated hearts (Singh et al., 2005). Partly due to these constraints, target-lead concordance was achieved in only a limited number of patients in the principal trials (64% and 30% for TARGET and STARTER, respectively, as an example) (Khan et al., 2012; Saba et al., 2013). On the contrary, co-registration of the 3D echocardiography-derived endocardial shell, containing information on wall motion, with the 3D reconstruction of the coronary venogram, obtained through high-speed rotation angiography in 37 subjects to CRT implant, the concordance rate of 97% was achieved (Döring et al., 2013; Tournoux et al., 2007).  

A precursor of real-time image integration is represented by a simultaneous projection of a LGE-CMR derived interactive 3D, color-coded, surface-rendered navigational model and the matched fluoroscopic view (Laksman et al., 2014). Analyzing the data according to a pre-specified algorithm, the software provided information about the suitability of individual segments for both RV and LV lead deployment: the RV lead was placed toward the apex (or away from scar), with the tar-
get for the LV lead being determined by assessing (1) the lowest local scar burden, (2) the greatest mechanical delay, and (3) the distance from the RV lead. With this approach, the LV lead was successfully delivered to the prescribed or immediately adjacent segment in 97% of cases (30 of 31 patients). Reverse remodeling criteria (LVESV reduction ≥15%) were met in 74% of patients, while 56% met the super-response criteria (LVESV reduction >30%) (Laksman et al., 2014).

The feasibility of fusing a 2D fluoroscopic view with 3D CMR-derived data regarding cardiac anatomy (i.e., myocardial surface segmentation, scar distribution, and transmurality), and coronary venous anatomy along with information on the LMAS was tested in a cohort of 21 subjects (Ma et al., 2012). Whereas a model of all four chambers was created automatically, reconstruction of the CS required manual segmentation. The cine steady-state free precision (SSFP) sequences were performed for motion analysis on the basis of regional volume changes, and delayed-enhancement imaging for automated scar delineation.

The feasibility of fusing a 2D fluoroscopic view with 3D CMR-derived data regarding cardiac anatomy (i.e., myocardial surface segmentation, scar distribution, and transmurality), and coronary venous anatomy along with information on the LMAS was tested in a cohort of 21 subjects (Ma et al., 2012). Whereas a model of all four chambers was created automatically, reconstruction of the CS required manual segmentation. The cine steady-state free precision (SSFP) sequences were performed for motion analysis on the basis of regional volume changes, and delayed-enhancement imaging for automated scar delineation. The 3D roadmap was manually registered to live X-ray data using multiple views of a catheter looped in the right atrium and a lead in the RV as registration features, ensuring correct spatial orientation. The alignment of the overlay was maintained automatically throughout the procedure. Nevertheless, guidance based on the 3D image projected as a 2D mono-plain X-ray view does not allow the actual position of the LV lead to be easily appreciated. To overcome the constraints inherent to plain 2D visualization of a 3D structure, the software transforms the 3D roadmap into a classic 2D bull’s eye plot, depicting all the information critical for comprehensive navigation, including the principal tributaries of the CS and the actual lead position. However, the CMR-derived visualization of the distal CS branches was of lower quality, particularly in the presence of atrial fibrillation or ectopic beats. Provided the image quality was satisfactory; a contrast venogram was not required for implantation (Ma et al., 2012).

The effectiveness of the method on invasively measured AHR and LV reverse remodeling was assessed by Shetty et al. (2013). Leads were implanted in target segments in 15 of 20 patients. Compared to an acute response rate of 50% with empiric navigation, CMR-based guidance was not associated with a significant increase in the acute response rate (60%). However, in only 2 of the 8 patients who failed to acutely respond despite being paced at the CMR-target, any position related to better hemodynamic response existed. Of the patients who showed >15% LVESV reduction at the 6-month follow-up (60%), 92% were paced in the target segment, while this was the case in only 50% of non-responders. Conversely, 50% of the non-responders did not experience reverse remodeling despite being paced in the preferred segment. Interestingly, AHR did not necessarily predict reverse-remodeling at 6 months, since it was achieved in only 71% of acute responders.

The need for further workflow optimization resulted from the development of the X-MRI facility that incorporates MRI scanner and a biplane angiography suite, connected to a dedicated workstation (Behar et al., 2017b). The key feature represents an integrated software platform designed for rapid processing of comprehensive CMR data that is displayed as a 3D model on a biplane fluoroscopy screen. The whole process of analyzing the data and creating the 3D model is fully automated, with an opportunity for the clinician to adjust the results after each step (anatomical segmentation, scar distribution, transmurality and burden, mechanical activation, and LMAS identification; CS anatomy is not part of the reconstruction), and, more importantly, the process is completed while the patient is being transferred from the MRI to the electrophysiology laboratory and is being prepared for implantation (Fig. 4). The 3D model is unfolded into a color-coded 16-segment model bull’s-eye plot and the target segment selected by the physician (Fig. 5). Once the CS is cannulated, the epicardial and endocardial shells are fused with the occlusive coronary venogram (Fig. 6).

Whereas in the preceding settings the CMR needs to be performed days or even weeks before the implantation owing to lengthy computational processing, the capacity of the current system permits the implantation to immediately follow image acquisition. Nevertheless, even with this cutting-edge technology, only 71% of the leads were deployed over the target segments. The rest of them were positioned at or adjacent to scarred tissue due to a lack of viable CS tributaries. It is noteworthy in this context that the detailed scar visualization allowed for the poles of multipolar leads to be directed away from fibrosis. The result was a mean decrease in QRS length of 25 ms (significant), but, being a feasibility study, it lacks any outcome evaluation (Behar et al., 2017b).

**Fig. 4.** X-MRI imaging workflow. The first step involves the automated segmentation and manual adjustment of the epicardial and endocardial slices to generate a 3-dimensional (3D) mesh. Endocardial wall motion is tracked over the cardiac cycle to generate volume vs. time curves for the 16 segments. Following registration of the cine to late gadolinium enhancement sequences, areas of myocardial fibrosis are identified, and both scar and dysynchrony data are reviewed and targets selected. The 3D shell is then registered to the x-ray (XR) once the patient is on the catheter laboratory table using fiducial markers, which show up white (from the CMR sequences) and gray with a central dark dot (lead ball-bearing) on the x-ray. Vertical and horizontal translation using biplane fluoroscopy is used, in addition to rotation about the x, y, and z axes to line up the markers as demonstrated on the right hand panel. Following this process, the CMR-derived 3D model is registered to the XR system and every fluoroscopic cine demonstrates the epicardial and endocardial shell overlaid in the correct orientation. Reproduced with permission from Elsevier due to the Creative Common License (Behar et al., 2017b).
Fig. 5. Processing of the MRI dataset. This display screen is seen following the processing of the CMR dataset and is mimicked on the large screen in the catheter laboratory. Total scar burden calculated as a mean of all myocardial segments. (Top middle) Scar distribution denoted in gray upon an American Heart Association 16-segment model. (Top right) Scar burden (% scar per myocardial segment volume), displayed in 5% ranges. (Bottom right) Scar transmurality demonstrating the mean transmurality from endocardium to epicardium. Those segments >50% transmural myocardial fibrosis are also denoted in red. (Bottom left) Mechanical activation curves for the 16 segments, corresponding to the colors shown in the middle panels. Endocardial tracking of the left ventricle provides absolute changes in the volume per segment (ml/y axis) over the cardiac cycle. Because these are absolute volume changes, the apical segments are always at the bottom because they have a smaller start and end volume. When the user hovers over a segment in the top middle panel, the associated volume time curve appears in bold; in this case, the target posterolateral segment is shown. (Bottom middle) Target selection panel. Upon reviewing the scar location, burden, transmurality, and mechanical activation curves, target segments are chosen (seen here in white; basal anterior, mid-posterolateral).

Reproduced with permission from Elsevier due to the Creative Common License (Behar et al., 2017b).

Fig. 6. CMR-Derived Image Overlay With Target Segment Selection. (Top left) Anteroposterior venogram with overlay of CMR-derived epicardial/endocardial shell with 16-segment American Heart Association model showing an anterior interventricular vein. The 3D CMR-derived shell has the same colors as displayed in the guidance platform as shown in Supplemental Figures 1 a 2. Inferoseptal, anteroseptal, and anterior segments are colored in yellow, green, and blue, respectively. (Top right) left anterior oblique (LAO) 20 venogram with automated rotation and alignment of the 16-segment model with the x-ray. Inferolateral veins are demonstrated. (Bottom left) LAO 40 projection. Positioning of a quadripolar left ventricular lead into a preselected target segment (green). (Bottom right) LAO 40 projection, alternate view with CMR-derived scar distribution (red). Attempted positioning and pacing using left ventricular poles out of regions of scar.

Reproduced with permission from Elsevier due to the Creative Common License (Behar et al., 2017b).
The considerable overlay accuracy of a 3D epicardial surface on a SPECT MPI with 3D venous anatomy, reconstructed from dual-view fluoroscopy venograms, was demonstrated by Zhou et al. (2014). Following manual identification of the major coronary veins on dual-view fluoroscopy venograms, vessel bifurcations served as fiducial markers for a 3D reconstruction of the venous tree and interventricular grooves on a 3D SPECT image as landmarks for proper surface-vein alignment (Fig. 7). The overall distance-based mismatch error between the fluoroscopic and contrast-enhanced CT venograms registered on SPECT images was $4.6 \pm 3.6$ mm (range 0 to 16.9 mm).

Ludwig et al. (2015) recently presented technique that merges SPECT-derived data regarding viability and activation timing with CT images to create a comprehensive 3D surface-rendered model. Anatomically discrete regions of the coronary venous system were used as a fiducial system: by matching the MDCT venogram with a virtual venogram obtained through continuous recording of the mapping catheter’s spatial location, an accurate registration of the SPECT-MDCT fusion image is ensured. MDCT also reliably depicts the course of left phrenic nerve over the epicardial surface. The method was found to be feasible, with acceptable procedural times.

**Applicability of advanced imaging techniques in a clinical practice**

The concept of guided CRT implantation sounds appealing particularly in specific subgroups of patients with ICM and/or a borderline surface ECG (QRS 130–150 ms, a non-specific ventricular conduction disturbance). Studies so far have consistently demonstrated the beneficial effect on functional, hemodynamic, and echocardiographic parameters when individual tasks, i.e., pacing an LMAS that is free from fibrosis, are accomplished. Few randomized trials have provided evidence on favorable clinical outcomes. Table 1 summarizes the results of principal trials in terms of navigation success rates and clinical outcomes in comparison with control groups. Nevertheless, when the analyses are performed according to the intention-to-treat principle, the results suddenly lose their once impressive shine. Reasons for this may be as follows: (1) 10 to 15% of patients considered for CRT are not eligible for the imaging study due to contrast agent allergy, renal disease, claustrophobia, etc.; (2) in another 10% of patients, unsatisfactory image quality prevents any advanced analysis, and, above all, (3) the preferred or neighboring segments are reached in only about two-thirds of patients, mainly due to lack of suitable venous tributary or because of technical constraints (i.e., lead instability, inadequate pacing threshold, phrenic nerve stimulation, etc.).

Apart from higher costs, other issues also come together to keep the concept from being adopted into clinical practice:

- The vast majority of the advanced modalities utilize purpose-built facilities and software platforms installed on workstations specially developed to investigational purposes. As such, they are currently not commercially available.
- Data post-processing and evaluation require specially trained clinicians, equipped with skills and expertise greatly exceeding routine practice standards.
- Reproducibility of findings derived from these imaging studies is limited by a substantial inter-individual variability unless the data are analyzed in a fully automated process; notably, these are the most accessible modalities (e.g., echocardiography-based) that are particularly prone to misinterpretation.
- Data acquisition, synthesis, and interpretation are huge time-consuming processes. Therefore, for the majority of centers outside of research institutions, it would not be feasible to perform the pre-implantation studies on a routine. Broadening the spectrum of cardiac conditions submitted to imaging may, however, offer a possible solution: CMR is currently a cornerstone in the evaluation algorithm.
for severe myocardial dysfunction, so are cardiac CT and MPI for the non-invasive diagnosis of coronary artery disease in selected patients. Adjustments of current protocols can yield the desired information. Remarkably, a coronary venogram can be easily obtained at the venous phase of coronary angiography without the need of additional contrast medium, and with only a slight increase in radiation exposure!

- Even when successfully adopted into practice, image-guided CRT implantation would inevitably give rise to many important questions, e.g.: What should be the strategy once no suitable coronary vein is detected? What should be the acceptable distance from the target segment and when should the patient be assigned to epicardial surgery, which permits site-selective LV pacing? What scar burden threshold (and other fibrosis characteristics) should be therapy exclusion criteria for patients otherwise eligible according to the current clinical practice guidelines?

### Conclusion and future perspectives

Non-invasive, image-facilitated navigation for guided LV lead placement in CRT has been shown to be a clinically feasible approach to take full advantage of the method’s potential. It is logistic and workup issues rather than a paucity of evidence, or technical constraints that actually impedes the concept from being implemented into routine practice. Although the data are not invariably convincing, there are specific populations that may particularly profit from tailored implantation: these are patients with ICM, non-specific conduction impairment, a history of previously failed implantation, or those who initially failed to respond. From the clinical standpoint, it must finally be acknowledged that alternative methods of stimulation, such as multipoint or multisite pacing, LV endocardial pacing, either conventional or leadless (wireless), may be able to compensate for suboptimal LV lead placement. At the same time, these techniques will allow for virtually unrestricted lead positioning – an advantage that can only be fully exploited through tailored implantation.
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